
Active laser cameras for night vision applications 

Efficient operation at long range 

Increased contrast and visibility at long range



Active laser cameras by Laseroptronix

Active laser camera with CW laser technology
Range gated laser camera by ultra short pulsed lasers

Laser radar camera operating in full 3D mode
Thermal active camera with laser in thermal areas

LED illuminated high power cameras



Range gated laser cameras
Active laser operating at very 

short pulses of less 60 nanosec.
Strobed ICCD camera grabs what 

is reflected from a desired 
distance



Range gated cameras

2-3 times longer visibility range
in bad weather

Known distance to what is viewed
Range up to 10-15 Km

Excellent penetration of vegetation and 
bad weather ( see through capability)

Text



Range gated cameras
Dense snowfall.
Left is non gated

Right is gated 
Distance 600 meter

Left image over 
a coast line and a
canoe just outside
Right same area,

 coast is removed by
range gating

Man in positive and 
negative mode 

of viewing



Ladar 3D camera systems

Ladar cameras are fully 3D
All pixels in image have a 3D 

global coordinate
Field of view can be 360 degree
Cameras can track and follow 

objects moving in the area
Ladar cameras can give alarms 

trigged by motion pattern, 
dimensions and shape.

Ladar cameras can handle 3D 
alarm zones

Ladar cameras are very difficult 
to fool



Ladar 3D cameras

Advanced perspective 
functions



Ladar camera for 6x600 meter scanned areas

Double ladar 
system with 

400 meter range
each

Ladar unit
on beam 
centred 
over the 

road

Ladar  unit
have a PTZ 

camera 
beside to 

give normal 
video of 

what 
caused the 

alarm



Active laser in combination with cameras
Image of advanced 
long range 24 hour 

camera system. 

Application is 
border control in 
an area with a mix 
of very dark areas 

and partially 
illuminated areas

This application contains following systems
One ICCD intensified nivis camera system

One nivis color camera system
One laser illuminator with zoom optics

Range up 
to 15 Km



Image of laser beam  in air and target area

On left side 
pointing down the 
beam is visible in 

the air by the reflex 
of all small particles.

3000 meter away 
the illuminated 

square is the shore 
area showed in 
following images

Weather was good 
with over 20 km 

visibility.
Camera view by Dynaview camera 

and a 50 mm lens system. Laser 
was 860 nm with 4 W output



Skyline with the laser beam in the air

Beam is very visible 
in the air.  Behind 
the area there is a 
small harbor with 
some houses and 
lamps. They are 

about 6-7 km away.
Left is baltic sea 
with shore at left 
side. Images from 
Estonia outside 

TallinnThis area viewed with eyes do only 
see the white dots from lamps. Water 

and coast are not visible as it is to dark



Illuminated target area at 3000 meter range

Image done by 
Nivis camera in 
BW operation. 

Area is very dark 
far from cities.
Optics is a 750 

mm zoom optics 
with a heavy F14 

NA aperture 

View is a shore area with rocks and in front of rocks is the 
water line and Baltic sea Illuminated area is about 20x15 

meter and rather dark in color



Laser illuminator unit
High power laser 
with zoom on top 

the cameras
Power can be up 
to 200W of laser 

beam

The laser have dual beams
with large diameter to get 
a lower laser safety class



Comparison between active cameras and thermal cameras in 
automotive applications

Left image done by a 
near IR camera and 
high power 860 nm 

LED illuminator.
The contrast and 
information in the 
image is very good

Right image by a traditional 
thermal camera. Image 

show the thermal signature 
of the scene. Much 

information is hard to see 
as the thermal contrast is 

to low.



Cooperation with thermal cameras and lasers


